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A new tourism policy:
shaping the future of 
Europe’s tourist industry 

European Destinations of Excellence: 
Uncovering those “Hidden Gems” and Sustaining Them 

Have you ever sat at your desk during a busy work day and felt your mind drift to another 

place? That special spot on Monday was a beach somewhere in the Mediterranean. A few 

days later your mind ventured to a castle on top of a hillside. The experience was so vivid 

that you could almost smell the fresh mountain air. 

Each day the clock ticks and you yearn for a holiday free of the hustle and bustle of city 

life. You want a destination that is known for its local charm, its beautiful landscapes and 

fascinating history. A place where the locals respect the land and will do anything to 

protect it from harm.

Sounds like a dream, right? Well, in Europe, the possibilities are endless. The European 

Commission launched the European Destinations of Excellence (EDEN) a few years back 

with the aim of selecting special places “off the beaten track” that value economic, 

environmental and social sustainability. The 52 places chosen so far all represent Europe 

in a fitting manner.

Europe is a continent with a rich history and diverse lands. The continent’s mystique draws 

tourists from around the world in search of adventure, paradise and culture. While there 

are many wonderful destinations in Europe, the truth is, many of them have lost their 

allure due to expansive tourism and a lack of regard for the environment. No longer can 

a region’s name alone be enough to draw visitors to their majestic mountains or pristine 

beaches. There must be more and the European Commission has devoted numerous 

resources to instil the mindset of sustainable tourism in its regions.

Sustainable tourism is a practice that must run deep in the values of the local people. 

Whenever new accommodation is built and man-made changes are made to the landscape, 

eco-friendly and environmental measures must be followed. A constant respect for nature is 

needed to ensure that today’s creatures and eco-systems are still around in the distant future. 

Sustainable tourism also plays a major role in a region’s local economy. The growth of an 

area leads to more jobs and helps raise the quality of living in a region. The local people 

also take advantage of visitors eating at their restaurants, shopping at their markets and 

staying at their hotels. It is essential that proper investment in tourism growth has the 

people’s best interests in mind.

The next time you go on a memorable holiday to the countryside and enjoy a bottle of the 

Earth’s precious wine, take note of the land and its people. These 52 selected EDEN “hidden 

gems” have all played their part in making their region a wonderful and memorable place 

to visit. Now it’s up to you to decide which adventure you want to pursue!

To learn more about the EU new tourism policy, visit our website at 

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/tourism/index_en.htm
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European Destinations
of Excellence: the initiative

Uncovering Europe’s authentic experiences

Europe... an evocative name for the traveller with its unmatched cultural diversity and 

natural heritage. The continent is packed with undiscovered travel experiences, places 

where the environment and its indigenous people have found a way to develop a tourism 

industry in a sustainable way; this is why the European Commission has launched the 

European Destinations of Excellence (EDEN). 

For the last three years, EDEN has been on a quest to re-discover and promote Europe’s 

hidden treasures from lush mountain meadows to small community fiestas. 

EDEN – Cherished locally, unknown globally

Across Europe there are many places and cultures that are cherished locally, but are 

unknown globally, particularly to the travelling public. 

Yet these little known tourist sites or natural areas that are off-the-beaten track represent 

some of the most stunning and pristine environments on the continent. 

Every year EDEN showcases a selection of the best destinations that Europe has to offer, 

locations that will inspire your travel; places where you can feel, experience and participate 

in the local culture; interact with authentic communities and revel in an untouched 

environment. 

New destinations are chosen from the 27 member countries of the European Union, as 

well as from the candidate countries. EDEN wants to showcase these extraordinary places, 

therefore, each nominated destination has to be sustainable in terms of preserving the 

local environment, culture and social fabric of the destination.

Every year EDEN chooses a theme along with the national tourism bodies that will inspire 

you to travel. This year the focus is on tourism in protected areas, previously rural tourism 

and Europe’s intangible heritage have been the topics. 

The fact is that EDEN is not just about award winning destinations. It is about promoting 

authentic European experiences, showing you a way back to paradise. It is about endorsing 

the destinations that the continent is passionate about and sharing them with you – the 

travelling public so that you can enjoy the best holidays. 

Visit our regularly updated website, which is dedicated to the EDEN project, and provides 

further information: www.edenineurope.com
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   Rural tourism 
(destinations awarded in 2007)

   Tourism and intangible heritage 
(destinations awarded in 2008)

   Tourism and protected areas 
(destinations awarded in 2009)

   EU Countries participating in EDEN

   Candidate Countries participating in EDEN

Which EDEN destination 
do you want to discover this year?
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•  Spring: The spring thaw gives way

to wonderful waterfalls

•  Summer: Herbal aromas fill 

the mountain air 

•  Fall: The sound of music echoes 

through the valley

•  Winter: Knee-deep powder snow with 

spectacular mountain landscapes

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE GROSSE 
WALSERTAL BIOSPHERE PARK:
•  Rising 2,500 metres high through 

the brisk alpine air

•  Gourmet cheeses and other 

tasty delights

•  Exotic oils and fragrances that 

excite the senses

•  Peace of mind while consuming 

fair trade products

Austria’s Remarkable 
 Grosse Walsertal Biosphere Park

Why should you visit?

Located in the heart of the Austrian Alps lies 

the remarkable Grosse Walsertal Biosphere 

Park. Once a place of tragedy (after a horrific 

avalanche disaster in 1954) and an area of 

economic depression, this cultural region 

has transformed itself into one of Austria’s 

“must-see” parks. 

The transformation effort was collective, as 

the local community rallied together with 

fresh ideas, leading the charge into the 21st 

century with a progressive plan of “green” 

energy use, farming and transportation. 

The result: a masterpiece of man working 

with nature in a cultural setting that one 

must see to believe.

What can you do here?

With such a rich landscape, Grosse Walsertal 

has it all. The Alps rise over 2,700 metres 

high, parted by fertile farming valleys 

where everything from herbs, berries and 

flowers are grown. The backdrop provides 

an incredible experience for those wanting 

to explore the nature trails.

An emphasis on organic farming is growing 

in popularity as nearly 50  % of products 

made in the region are organic. For cheese 

lovers, it is an epic experience. For food 

enthusiasts, courses are offered on the use 

of the region’s many herbs.

Austrians love the outdoors and their 

playground is the mountains. Some of 

the most spectacular hiking and skiing 

conditions in Europe are available here with 

environmentally friendly transportation 

offered to everyone.

What makes
the Grosse Walsertal 
Biosphere Park special?

An array of activities that range from guided 

garden tours to cooking classes makes for 

a memorable park experience. The region 

boasts some of the most exotic flowers and 

herbs in the country and one can experience 

first-hand how the women in the area have, 

for centuries, created some of the finest 

Alchemilla products, such as oils and soaps.

In 2004, a new community centre opened 

that set the course for modern, ecological 

and energy efficient architecture. Using 

wood and other natural materials from its 

own backyard, the ever-expanding centre 

replicates the minds of the locals, who envi-

sion a beautiful and natural environment.

What makes it sustainable?

Centuries of farming and producing some 

of the finest dairy products in Europe have 

made this region fundamental to Austria. 

Innovative farming and building methods 

and a real concern for the environment make 

the region a leading example worldwide.

For over 1000 years man has worked and 

inhabited the land in the rich valleys of the 

park. In 2007, the Grosse Walsertal won an 

energy award for their development of two 

biomass heating plants that saved nearly 

280,000 litres of heating oil in one year.

Modern life and a proud history continue to 

shape this region’s developing future.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•  Spring: Flocks of sheep grazing in 

picturesque meadows

•  Summer: Countless barbeques, 

picnics and smiles

•  Fall: Fruit and wine festivals with a 

wonderful ambiance

•  Winter: Brisk hikes through the dusted 

white hillsides

HIGHLIGHTS OF VIROINVAL NATURE 
PARK:
•  Romantic strolls through endless 

greenery

•  Birds singing in the enchanting forests

•  The sweet, savoury aroma of a freshly 

poured bottle of beer

•  Watching a meteor shower 

under the Milky Way

Belgium’s timeless 
 Viroinval Nature Park

Why should you visit?

Located south of Charleroi in Belgium’s 

heartland is the Viroinval Nature Park. With 

a population of around 6,000 inhabitants, 

this regional jewel offers exceptional land-

scapes, plant life and wildlife, with little or 

no noise pollution.

The region is home to no industry other 

than farming and therefore the local 

municipalities over the past decade have 

focused on giving visitors a true insight into 

the area’s history.

Timeless landscapes and scenery, along with 

tantalising local cuisine, demonstrate why 

the park is an attraction dedicated to nature.

What can you do here?

With a 20-kilometres stretch that connects 

the north and south end of the territory, 

nature walkers can marvel at the pristine 

meadows and farmlands, thick-green forests 

and rolling hillsides. 

In the north, the Calestienne region is 

home to the park’s rarest natural habitats. 

Venturing further along, one can walk 

through quaint historic villages, where the 

locals proudly show off their artisan skills 

in cheese-making and brewing beers. The 

Viroinval lies close to the town of Chimay, 

known for its world-famous Trappist beer. 

In the south, there is the never-ending 

Ardennes forest, which boasts the area’s 

largest and most diverse eco-systems.

For those wishing to see the region by 

mountain bike, the local authorities have 

provided a maze of hundreds of kilometres

of trails linking Belgium and France together.

What makes the Viroinval 
Nature Park special?

The park is a walker’s paradise, offering 

some of the most technical and spectacular 

jaunts through valleys and hillsides. The 

vista points are well-placed and the area is 

extremely family-oriented with picnic and 

barbeque areas.

For a romantic getaway, the nature park is 

home to Les Jardins d’O de Nismes, a fully 

restored campsite surrounded by brooks 

and streams.

Unique events and festivals throughout the 

year give visitors a taste of the special heri-

tage this unmatched region has to offer.

What makes it sustainable?

A dedicated structural plan has been imple-

mented to maintain the rural appearance 

of the villages. Several initiatives have also 

been adopted to keep out any intrusion of 

non-native plant life and measures have 

been taken to preserve the natural lime-

stone grasslands.

The land and waters, along with the species 

that inhabit them, are of prime concern 

to the Viroinval Municipality. Policies have

been put in place to keep visitors on 

marked walking paths to protect the 

natural habitats. Fishing is also a major 

tourist attraction, thus was started a fish-

breeding management plan to protect the 

aquatic habitat from over-fishing.

The locals want their land and waters to 

keep its charm for many years to come.
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Bulgaria’s Town of 
 Belitsa

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Sultry Mediterranean air as a 

harbinger of fine weather to come 

•   Summer: Long hikes through 

picturesque valleys 

•   Fall: Festivals galore to celebrate life 

•   Winter: World-class skiing 

with amazing alpine view

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TOWN OF BELITSA:
•   Watching playful bears tussle in 

the park

•   Step back into Neolithic times

•   Hearty singing after a fine feast

•   Trekking through fresh snowfall 

on a sunny day

Why should you visit?

Bulgaria’s town of Belitsa, or as locals say, 

“nature’s phenomenon”, is located in the 

south-west part of the country within the 

valley of Razlog. Since it rests on the foothills 

of the Rila, Pirin and Rhodopes mountains, 

the town is well known for its stunning 

panoramic views. The town’s proximity to 

the Mediterranean Sea also keeps the air 

quality at an extremely high standard.

In 1912, Belitsa gained independence from 

Turkish rule and joined the Bulgarian 

Kingdom. The town is said to be named 

after a beautiful maiden named Bela Itsa, 

who chose death by jumping off the steep 

cliff-tops in her town, rather than marry a 

local Ottoman ruler.

What can you do here?

A part of history that cannot be missed in 

Belitsa is the Thracian territory. Some of the 

oldest traces of human civilization, dating 

back to Neolithic times, were discovered in 

this region. There is also an ancient burial 

ground that sits atop the high-mountain 

sanctuaries north of Belitsa, in an area 

called Babiachka Chukka.

For history buffs, the Cultural Centre of Belitsa 

maintains one of the largest ethnographical 

museums in Bulgaria, ranging from Thracian 

and Roman occupation, to the 1944 Soviet 

Declaration of War on Bulgaria.

With a rich history in sports, such as skiing 

and hiking, Belitsa is an ideal area for alpine 

enthusiasts. The mountain resort Semkovo, 

located 17km from the town, rises 600 metres 

above sea level and draws visitors year-

round. The government has also set up a 

number of nature trails that lead through 

some of the most unspoiled passages in 

the country.

What makes Belitsa special?

The Dancing Bear Park is truly one of the 

special “feel good” attractions in Belitsa. It is 

the largest of its kind in Europe and is home 

to a growing population of rescue bears 

being prepared for re-introduction into the 

wild. The park receives monetary support 

from the Bridget Bardo Foundation and the 

local Belitsa municipalities.

No trip to Belitsa is complete without tasting 

the enticing local cuisine and enjoying the 

festivities that follow dinner. A stop at one 

of the town’s quaint restaurants to try the 

hearty, Mediterranean-influenced food 

ends with a night of Belistisian songs, which 

are sung around the tables.

What makes it sustainable?

Belitsa is an area steeped in history and 

the town’s municipalities have taken the 

necessary steps to preserve this. Envi ron-

mental issues are always on the agenda 

and new measures such as eco-friendly 

conservation are constantly being improved.

With a calendar full of with festivals and 

events, Belitsa stays vibrant throughout the 

year. The region is home to Muslims and 

Christians alike, whose religious rituals keep 

the area lively throughout the holidays.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Fantastic flora filling

the hillsides 

•   Summer: Alpine enthusiasts gathering 

at the foot of the mountains

•   Fall: Birds migrating to 

warmer climates 

•   Winter: Explorers cross country skiing 

through mountain trails 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NORTHERN 
VELEBIT NATIONAL PARK
•   Breathe the clean mountain air while 

hiking through steep canyons

•   Try some local homemade cheeses 

while enjoying a glass of wine

•   Spend Earth Day in a 

mountain paradise

•   Take a bike tour from Sveti Juraj 

to Zavizan

Croatia’s Northern Velebit National Park
 A True Wonder

Why should you visit?

Situated in the north-western part of Croatia 

is the Northern Velebit National Park, 

Croatia’s 8th and youngest park. Located 

just a few kilometres from the Adriatic Sea, 

the park unites two different locales, the 

coastal region and the mountainous zone.

In 1981, the Northern Velebit was rightly 

declared a nature park with its lush forests, 

diverse plant life and vast species of wildlife 

standing out amongst many things.

The area has a rich heritage that dates back 

many centuries with the town of Senji being 

the gateway to the park.

What can you do here?

The Northern Velebit National Park is an 

explorer’s paradise. Deep sinkholes, caves 

and other forms of depressions give the 

park an unparalleled sense of multiplicity. 

The Hadjuk and Rozan hips together 

contain over 150 caves, with the most well-

known being the Lukina Jama (Luka’s Cave), 

which descends 1,392 metres deep into 

the Earth. 

For visitors wanting a taste of alpine sports, 

the park is second to none. There are a 

great number of hiking, cycling and cross 

country skiing trails through the mountains 

that reveal some “eye-popping” panoramic 

views. A walk along the Premuzic Path leads 

trekkers through enchanted forests and 

endless lush green grasslands.

What makes the 
Northern Velebit National 
Park Special?

Warm, sultry seaside weather combined 

with mountains that rise into the sky 

make the Northern Velebit Park a truly 

extraordinary region for nature. Predatory 

animals such as wildcats, bears and wolves, 

roam the mountainsides, while the largest 

population of wood grouse makes its 

habitat in the heartlands.

Plant life is also abundant. 1,500 plant 

species ranging from sub-Mediterranean 

to mountainous types fill the park. In the 

warmer months, the mountain flora is 

spectacular, with a rainbow of colours 

dotting the hillsides.

The region overflows with local visitors 

throughout the year, with many Croatians 

lured to the park in search of mountain 

fun and relaxation and it has also recently 

started to see a rise in foreign tourism. 

What makes it sustainable?

As the number of visitors each year (10,000–

15,000) rises, the local municipalities have 

begun to pay close attention to the ecological 

balance of the area. Future plans are being 

discussed to develop a tourist infrastructure 

with facilities outside of the park, in the 

towns nearby. The aim is to keep the park 

as untainted as possible by man. Plans are 

also being developed to enhance visitors’ 

experiences within the park, especially when 

it comes to wildlife and natural vegetation.
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Cyprus’ Ancient 
 Vouni Panagias

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Lush grape vines dotting 

the region’s vineyards

•   Summer: Refreshing water springs

that cool the summer climate

•   Fall: Nature walks through

spectacular forest foliage

•   Winter: Holiday festivals with 

unmatched local hospitality

HIGHLIGHTS OF VOUNI PANAGIAS:
•   Wine and dine at the Panagia 

Wine Festival

•   Watch spectacular sunsets from 

vistas high above

•   Breath the fresh air of the 

Pafos Forest

•   Stroll through centuries of time at 

ancient monasteries

Why should you visit?

Resting in the eastern boundaries of the 

Pafos District rises Cyrpus’ Vouni Panagias. 

With the highest peak 1,144 metres above 

sea level, the altitude provides a favourable 

climate for plant life. 

Ancient oak trees fill the dense and beauti-

ful Pafos Forest in the mountainous regions, 

while closer to sea level age-old vineyards 

and water springs enhance the landscapes’ 

natural scenery.

A diverse and native eco-system like no 

other makes this region in Cyprus standout 

amongst others.

What can you do here?

With its winding countryside and pictu-

resque settings, the area is known for its 

walking and hiking trails. Vouni Panagias 

Nature Trail, with its varying altitude and 

rugged terrain, covers an area of nearly 10 

kilometres. Hikers who reach the zenith are 

rewarded with stunning panoramic views 

of Panagia village, the Akamas Peninsula as 

well as sunsets over the Trodos Mountains.

Walking the wine routes is another must in 

the Vouni Panagias. The region hosts three 

vineyards which produce some of the island’s 

most exotic wines. Pairing the wine with local 

cuisine like mezze (an assortment of tradi-

tional small dishes) is highly recommended. 

For ancient history, drop by the Agios 

Nikolaos Monastery. It was built in the 4th 

Century AD and is founded on top of the ru-

ins of the ancient temple dedicated to the 

Goddess Hera.

What makes the 
Vouni Panagias special?

Extremely rare species of predator birds and 

wildlife inhabit the Vouni Panagias area. The 

four largest mammal species indigenous to 

Cyprus roam the mountain sides. One of 

them, the Cyprus Mouflon, appears only 

in the Pafos Forest. For nature lovers, there 

are over 650 plant species, including trees, 

shrubs and rare herbaceous plants. The 

natural splendor of vegetation is prominent 

year around and is one of the main reasons 

the landscape is second to none.

Panagia village is also the birthplace of one 

of the most prominent men in recent his-

tory, Archbishop Makarios III, the first Presi-

dent of the Republic of Cyprus.

And don’t forget about the hospitality of 

the people. Visitors rave about how recep-

tive and friendly the locals are to tourists.

What makes it sustainable?

The uniqueness of the area and its ecologi-

cal value are factors supremely important 

to the region’s people. The Vouni Panagias 

is an ancient area that for years has flour-

ished. The people understand the cultural 

heritage and are dedicated to preserving its 

authenticity.

Effective methods to regulate tourism, 

which raises the quality of life of the people 

and improves the environment, are con-

stantly being promoted.

The government remains focused in pro-

tecting the area’s natural as well as man-

made historical icons.
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Czech Republic’s Bohemian Switzerland 
 A Land full of Secrets

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Majestic greenery and 

thought-evoking silence 

•   Summer: Sparkling sun rays glistening 

off rising rock formations

•   Fall: Spectacular fall foliage that lights 

up the hillsides

•   Winter: Snow dusted hilltops with dark 

winter shadows

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOHEMIAN 
SWITZERLAND NATURAL PARK:
•   Timeless walks through ancient history 

•   Jaw-dropping views from 

vistas high above

•   Getting lost in a Bohemian village

Why should you visit?

Resting near the German border just 

inside the Czech Republic is the Bohemian 

Switzerland Natural Park. Its unique beauty 

and unmatched landscapes have inspired 

many great minds such as Kafka, Dvorak 

and Fridich, to name a few.

Rock Towers rise from the Earth almost 

unnaturally, while gorges cut and slash 

their way through valleys leading to ancient 

castles and ruins. As one of the nominated 

sites for the “New 7 Wonders of Nature,” the 

park truly is an experience one should take 

in while visiting Central Europe.

What can you do here?

With a multitude of great natural attractions, 

the hardest decision to make is which one to 

see first. A few that leap out immediately are 

the Tiske Steny (rock towers and rock city), 

Edmundova Gorge and Pravcice Gate (largest 

sand stone rock gate in Europe). There’s also 

the amazing Canyon Labe by Hrensko, which 

is the place with the lowest altitude in the 

Czech Republic.

To get the absolute best elevated views in 

the area, look no further than the Decinsky 

Sneznik, which just so happens to be the 

oldest stone tower in the Czech Republic. 

And to stay on the path of history, the 

region boasts a great number of different 

castles and ancient ruins, such as Tolstejn, 

Saunstejn and Falkestejn.

Other modern attractions include the Zoo 

Decin, Rumburk Museum and an under-

ground air force factory from World War II.

There’s also a world-class golf course in 

Janov.

What makes Bohemia
Switzerland special?

In the heart of the park, surrounded by 

everlasting natural beauty lies some of the 

oldest churches, chapels and relics in the 

Czech Republic. In an area called Ceske 

Kamenice are two that standout, the Church 

of St. James and the pilgrimage chapel of 

the Blessed Virgin Mary.

For those interested in Bohemian culture, 

there are a number of folkloric monuments, 

wind mills and historical villages. The House 

of Bohemian Switzerland, which is a visitor 

and educational center in Krasna Lipa, is a 

great source to learn about Bohemian crafts 

such as textiles and glassmaking.

What makes it sustainable?

As is the case with any high-altitude nature 

region, the weather plays its part. One 

of the key goals of the park is to promote 

tourism throughout the year, giving visitors 

a true sense of how the landscapes change 

with the seasons. There are offers designed 

especially for “low season” and activities are 

plentiful even during bad weather.

The ministry is also focused on keeping 

the park as green as possible. Modern 

economical bus lines take visitors to 

designated entrance points, while parking 

lots have been built to keep traffic controlled 

and out of the park’s untainted soils.
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Estonia’s Dreamlike 
 Soomaa National Park

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Retreating flood waters give 

way to blossoming flowers 

•   Summer: The Kuresoo Bog’s thriving 

ecosystem

•   Fall: Scores of wildlife preparing for 

the impending winter 

•   Winter: Snow covered land giving way 

to looming floods

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SOOMAA 
NATIONAL PARK:
•   The smell of wild orchids 

in the summer

•   Drifting aimlessly down the river 

in a canoe

•   Snowshoeing through powder 

filled meadows

•   Bouncing on a bog

Why should you visit?

Founded in 1933, Estonia’s Soomaa National 

Park is best known for having five unique 

seasons. The fifth season being the high-

water season.

Located in Transitional Estonia, the Soomaa 

National Park was established to protect 

the many large raised bogs, flood plains, 

forests and meandering rivers. The land 

inside the park is mostly covered with large 

mires and is divided only by the four rivers 

(Navesti, Halliste, Raudna and Lemmjogi) of 

the Parnu River Basin.

Only after visiting this region can an 

outsider truly understand the so called 

“fifth season” and the importance the 

flooding rivers play in developing the 

area’s natural beauty.

What can you do here?

The fifth season (coined by the locals) gives 

way to majestic flooding in the Soomaa 

National Park. The floods are essential for 

the continued development of the park’s 

ancient bogs. An absolute must to visit is 

the Kuresoo Bog, one of the best surviving 

large bogs in all of Estonia. Almost 200 

species call the bog home and its effect on 

the area is unparalleled. 

In the winter there are snowshoe tours 

over the bogs and frozen rivers, while in 

the other seasons nighttime canoe tours 

are available. There is even a beaver safari 

available for enthusiasts.

Local accommodations are plentiful in 

Vijandy and a must is to eat traditional 

Estonian food served at Sookolli Soogituba 

(Ogre’s Dining Room).

What makes the Soomaa 
National Park special?

It is an ecosystem like no other. Surrounding 

the massive maze of bouncing bogs are 

magnificent meadows and forests. In June, 

the meadows are filled with Siberian Iris’ 

and their radiant blue color.

For wildlife enthusiasts, the region is home 

to over 185 different types of birds such 

as cranes and the Ural owl. In addition, 

carnivorous animals such as lynx, wolves 

and brown bears roam the lands.

The Soomaa has also played a key role 

in Estonia’s history by sheltering many 

antagonists and freedom fighters. Some of 

the more famous Estonians to call the area 

home have been C. R. Jakobson, L. Koidula 

and M. Saar.

What makes it sustainable?

In an area that floods so heavily, the 

locals understand what life is like being 

cut off from the outside world. At times a 

175-square kilometer region of the park 

can be flooded with water rising nearly a 

meter a day for 3–4 days straight. Roads 

are completely impassable during the 

fifth season.

The local municipalities value the isolation 

the flooding brings and have taken steep 

measures to protect the lands from intrusion. 

The types of species are monitored and 

water levels are recorded to see what effect 

the different levels have on the ecosystem.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Glassmakers creating 

multi-colored ornaments

•   Summer: Avid cyclers speeding 

along dedicated bike paths 

•   Fall: Food lovers raving about 

the local cuisine 

•   Winter: Hikers moving quietly 

along brisk trails 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NORTHERN 
VOSGES REGIONAL NATURAL PARK:
•   Spend an indulging weekend 

in food paradise

•   Take a class in crystal making

•   Wake up at a charming bed 

and breakfast

•   Relax outdoors in a hot spring spa

The Northern Vosges Regional Natural Park
 France’s Timeless Wonder

Why should you visit?

Surrounded by admired regions such as 

Alsace, Moselle/Lorraine and the Palatinate 

in Germany, France’s timeless wonder, the 

Northern Vosges Regional Natural Park, has 

begun to carve its own niche in time. 

Not only is the Northern Vosges rich in 

local tradition, it is also a region defined 

by complex landscapes. Sandstone, hot 

springs and many water passages shape the 

park into an unparalleled oddity. A detour 

into the region is a stop worth making.

What can you do here?

With an inspired century-old association 

like The Club Vosgien running the show, 

the park maintains a superior maze of over 

1,650 km of hiking trails. In addition to this, 

there are over 900 km dedicated to cycling, 

mountain biking and horseback riding.

The region is also home to many of the 

finest glass and crystal makers in the world. 

Activities and workshops dedicated to this 

art are offered to visitors. The French are 

also known for their world-class cuisine and 

the Northern Vosges does not disappoint. 

Fine restaurants specializing in the region’s 

unsurpassed tastes are plentiful. Culinary 

classes taught by renowned local chefs are 

available for foodies.

For museum goers, the park is home to 

many, such as the popular Clog Museum 

and the Heritage Centre. The Miesenthal 

glass site is also nearby as well as a covered 

market for modern plastic arts and music.

What makes the Northern 
Vosges Regional Natural 
Park Special?

In addition to the region’s unrivaled local 

charm, the Northern Vosges is a historical 

mecca. Word is getting around and tourists 

from neighboring countries have been 

flocking to see such notable landmarks as 

the Fleckenstein Chateau and Wasenbourg 

Chateau. Since the region is rich in sand-

stone and crystal making is a regional 

art, the ruins leave an everlasting trace in 

time.

With less than 90,000 local inhabitants 

living in such a broad area, the park retains 

its quaintness. The French account for 

nearly 80 % of the tourism industry, with 

many of them venturing less than 2 hours 

from their homes.

What makes it sustainable?

The Northern Vosges’ close proximity to 

major cities like Paris, Metz and Strasbourg 

make it an extremely desirable place to visit. 

High-speed trains from France, Germany 

and the surrounding Benelux region deliver 

travelers within 2–3 hours. An emphasis 

on using public transportation is highly 

regarded.

Eco-friendly re-designed buildings are an 

on-going theme in the park. Many older 

structures are being rebuilt to meet eco-

friendly standards as the local French 

municipalities do their part in ushering 

France forward into the “green” future.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Horseback-riders venturing 

up mountain sides 

•   Summer: Sunbathers relaxing 

on pristine beaches 

•   Fall: Migrating birds touching down 

on the salt flats 

•   Winter: Religious celebrations in 

ancient places of worship 

HIGHLIGHTS OF LESVOS:
•   The scent of local cooking 

enhanced by olive oil

•   Watch the sun set over Mt. Olympus

•   Take a long stroll on the beach

Lesvos
 An Island of Mystique 

Why should you visit?

Located in the Northeast Aegean Sea, Les-

vos is Greece’s prized possession. The Island 

combines natural beauty and history in a 

way like no other. 

Local myths state that Lesvos’ name comes 

from a former island ruler named Makaras, 

who named the island after his son, Les-

vos. The great Homer mentions the island 

in his poems during the first years of the 

Trojan War. 

One facet that is not myth but fact, is that 

Lesvos’ history dates back to 546 BC when 

the Persians ruled the island. A more mo-

dern truth is that Lesvos, the third largest 

island in Greece, is blessed with stunning 

beaches that give way to majestic land-

scapes. In short, Lesvos is a sun-worship-

per’s paradise.

What can you do here?

An island best known for its beaches, Les-

vos is home to some of the most spectacu-

lar natural attractions in the world. On the 

western part of the island, visitors flock to 

the Lesvos Petrified Forest. It’s an area that 

was formed over 20 million years ago and 

to this day, there are vast concentrations of 

fossilized tree-trunks and plant remnants 

trapped in volcanic rocks.

Resting on the bottom slope of Mt. Olym-

pus is the Gulf of Kalloni, a magnificent 

refuge area that draws birdwatchers from 

around the globe. It is a region consisting 

of wetlands and salt flats on the coast, sur-

rounded by large pine forests.

Getting to the remarkable sites on the island 

is easy and fun. Charted yachts are available 

for the more marine-inclined, while horse-

back and hiking trails are available for out-

door enthusiasts.

What makes Lesvos Special?

With a history that dates backs to Neolithic 

times, Lesvos has a flair for the spectacular. 

The Mytilini Castle, one of the largest in 

the Mediterranean, overlooks the city and 

boasts a maze of underground tunnels in 

the hillside it rests upon. 

Another “must-see“ is the Bridge at Kre-

masti. It’s an architectural masterpiece built 

of stone around the 14th Century AD, and is 

still used by locals today.

Greece is a country that has been home to 

many different religions throughout time 

and Lesvos is no different. The ruins of the 

5th Century AD Church of Saint Andrew 

rest in Eressos, while the Turkish-built Yeni 

Mosque is in Skala. 

What makes it sustainable?

The local municipalities in Lesvos realize 

they are blessed with a pretty special slice 

of the “history pie” of the world. Scattered 

all around the island are constant remind-

ers of past ancient civilizations. To protect 

these gems, rest areas, mandatory paths 

and vista points have been built to preserve 

their places in time.

Environmental and eco-friendly programs 

have also been implemented to guide Les-

vos smoothly through this century.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: The Book of New Wines Festival 

on St. Georg’s Day

•   Summer: Alpine hikers making their 

way to the top of Írottkő Mountain 

•   Fall: Magnificent fall foliage on the 

mountain sides 

•   Winter: Ski jumpers soaring countless 

meters in the air 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE ÍROTTKŐ 
NATURE PARK:
•   Spend a day relishing at the 

Gastronomic Festival 

•   Unleash your stress while relaxing 

at a hot spring resort

•   Go horseback riding on long, 

quiet trails

Hungary’s 
 Írottkő Nature Park 

Why should you visit?

Situated in the West Transdanubian region 

of Hungary rests the Írottkő Nature Park. 

The area was declared a national park in 

1997, the first of its kind to be given this 

status in all of Hungary.

Since the Írottkő sits on the foothills of 

the Alps, the region is known for its varied 

landscapes and rich, fertile soil. The highest 

peak in the park, Írottkő Mountain, rises 

882 meters above sea level and overlooks 

quaint villages, historical landmarks and 

spectacular hillside vegetation.

The almost therapeutic mountain air com-

bined with the calming sounds of nature 

truly makes a visit to the Írottkő necessary.

What can you do here?

With its many hiking, walking and biking 

trails, the Írottkő offers visitors unsurpassed 

contact with nature. The Blue Tour, Hun-

gary’s most important and oldest hiker’s 

movement dating back almost 120 years 

ago, starts on the top of Írottkő Mountain 

and winds its way through some of the 

most breath-taking sceneries in the park. 

For less-extreme alpine lovers, there are 

many study trails offering shorter hikes 

through detailed rock formation and flower 

zones. The Stichwort study trail, which 

curves its way through some amazing floral 

areas on Koszeg Mountain, is a popular 

choice amongst nature lovers.

For those wishing to see the region by 

bicycle, there is a regional cycling center at 

Rowling Lake that rents bikes daily.

What makes the Írottkő
Nature Park Special?

The sense of inner peace that Írottkő inflicts 

on its visitors is memorable. The Seven 

Springs located close to the Austrian border 

provide a relaxation experience like no 

other. The hot springs were named after the 

seven tribes that founded Hungary in the 

9th century. The structure that houses the 

springs was built in 1896 to commemorate 

Hungary’s millennium.

A new program called the Wine Route 

of Koszeg was formed in 2004 to give 

tourists an understanding of the time and 

energy dedicated to producing some of 

the country’s unique wines. Other products 

such as honey cakes, goat cheese and apple 

products are produced in the region and 

are tasty delights loved by visitors. The 

newlybuilt Herb and Spice Garden opened 

its doors in 2005 and it focuses on all-natural 

products.

What makes it sustainable?

With many links to the past, the Írottkő 

Nature Park’s secured place in Hungary’s rich 

history is a priority. Eco-friendly practices in 

agriculture, construction and forestry have 

been at the forefront of local municipalities 

for some time now. 

Measures to renovate the springs in 

environmentally friendly manners have 

been implemented with help coming from 

volunteers. There are also yearly cleaning 

initiatives that rid the park of waste deposits 

and other undesirables.
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Ireland’s 
 Sheep’s Head Peninsula 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Fuchsias in full-bloom 

along the trails

•   Summer: Lively festivals 

celebrating local traditions 

•   Fall: Powerful waves crashing 

against the coastal rocks 

•   Winter: Busy pubs filled with charm 

HIGHLIGHTS OF SHEEP’S 
HEAD PENINSULA:
•   Play 18 holes of golf in unmatched 

paradise

•   Eat Sheppard’s pie washed down 

with a pint of locally-made beer

•   Spend a quiet night at a century-old 

bed and breakfast

•   Go fishing along the brilliant shoreline

Why should you visit?

Jutting out in the Atlantic Ocean in a 

majestic manner is Ireland’s jagged Sheep’s 

Head Peninsula. It is located off the south-

west coast of Ireland in an area nearly 40 

kilometers long and 4 kilometers wide, at 

its widest point.

A spectacular sandstone hill ridge runs 

through the peninsula’s center, shelving 

sharply into Bantry Bay on the north side 

and more gently into Dunmanus Bay in the 

south. Despite its rugged terrain, Sheep’s 

Head is rigged with unrivaled charm and is 

a true hidden gem in Ireland’s vast history.

What can you do here?

Taking a walk on the recently created 

Sheep’s Head Way is an ideal means to 

see the incredible ancient lands. The route 

combines low, rugged hills and a splendid 

cliff coastline with paths that completely 

surround the peninsula. The entire circuit 

is 88km long and takes approximately four 

days to complete. There are also shorter 

loops that focus on specific regions on 

the route.

For archeology buffs, there are sites and 

monuments to visit such as Lord Bandon’s 

Folly, Glanlough, Baunta and Brahalish forts. 

All of these are easily accessible from the loop 

with guided tours offered for most of them. 

There is also an 18-hole golf course located 

in Bantry town, while road bowling, a 

traditional West Cork sport, takes place at 

various spots around the peninsula.

What makes Sheep’s Head 
Peninsula Special?

On this unparalleled strip of land rests some 

of Ireland’s finest traditions. The West Cork 

Chamber Music Festival and the Masters of 

Tradition evoke musical memories of years 

past, while the summer festivals held in 

each of the villages keep the region bustling 

with energy.

On the first Friday of each month (summer-

time every Friday), there’s the Bantry Fair 

Day, a lively market catering to locals and 

visitors alike.

No trip to Sheep’s Head would be complete 

without setting foot in the numerous pubs 

and restaurants. Ireland is known for its 

quality brews and to not indulge in a pint 

or two at the many establishments is an 

opportunity missed.

What makes it sustainable?

In 2006 Sheep’s Head was also designated 

as a Special Area of Protection due to the 

presence of rare birds such as the chough 

and peregrine. It is measures such as 

this that make the region an exceptional 

example of wildlife conservation.

With the region growing in popularity 

over the past 20 years, community 

devel opment projects have emphasized 

sustainable development that respects the 

environment, its people, culture and history. 

The idea is to showcase the peninsula in a 

fashion that increases visitor numbers while 

also processing the environment.
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Italy’s Evocative Protected Marine Area 
 Penisola del Sinis – Isola di Mal di Ventre

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Local farmers connecting 

with the land

•   Summer: Flocks of flamingos settling 

into the Bay of Oristano

•   Fall: The barefoot race in the Festival 

of San Salvatore

•   Winter: Enjoy fine Sardinian cuisine at 

the seaside with an early sunset

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PENINSULA 
OF SINIS:
•   Watching the sun setting behind the 

jagged cliff walls from the promontory 

of Capo San Marco

•   Tasting local mullet bottarga 

accompanied by a savoury, dry 

glass of Vernaccia

•   Romantic full moon strolls 

on the beach

Why should you visit?

Located in the central western coast of 

Sardinia, an ancient island in the warm 

Mediterranean sea, the Protected Marine 

Area Penisola del Sinis is an area of 

contrasting landscapes that reveals a new 

treasure around every corner. From the 

spectacular coastlines to the imposing 

cliff formations, the peninsula is home to 

thriving vegetation and a unique wildlife 

population. For centuries, the area has 

been intrinsically linked to the sea and the 

ancient crafts of fishing and farming. 

With timeless scenery, an effervescent local 

community and fine cuisine, the Protected 

Marine Area Penisola del Sinis offers a peek 

into an indigenous culture and setting 

steeped in tradition. 

What can you do here?

With year round favorable weather 

conditions, the peninsula’s heterogeneous 

landscape provides an abundance of 

opportunities. On the western shores, one 

can walk along long uncontaminated 

coastlines of white quartz sand or bike 

along the jagged cliff walls. 

There are boat excursions to two untouched 

islands nearby – Isola Mal di Ventre and the 

basaltic Scoglio del Catalano – where one can 

snorkel in the lagoons and catch a glimpse 

of unique Sardinian fish and reef formations. 

For those interested in the making of 

Vernaccia and Nieddera wines, two notable 

Sardinian wines from the region, there 

are tours available. Alternatively, visitors 

can explore the art of fish processing and 

storing of top quality mullet Bottarga.

What makes the Protected 
Marine Area Penisola del 
Sinis special?

Unique events and festivals throughout 

the year, such as the Corsa degli Scalzi or 

“barefoot race”, give visitors a taste of the 

special heritage of this Sardinian region. 

Traditional food and wine fairs highlight 

the excellence of local cuisine. 

When exploring the Sinis, sightseers can start 

with a leisurely stroll along the spectacular 

beaches, at the ruins of the ancient City of 

Tharros. From there, one can go bird watching 

in the adjacent wetlands. It is precisely this 

sort of contrasting landscapes that unites the 

sea and the earth in the Peninsula. 

What makes it sustainable?
 
Fishing is the region’s top industry and 

measures have been taken to protect local 

habitats and species from overfishing. 

Farming is also major industry; selective 

waste collection and energy saving 

measures such as exploring solar energy 

are highly utilized. 

The local community is dedicated to 

finding environmentally sustainable means 

to protect coastal dunes and coastal bluffs 

from eroding. A big initiative is to promote 

the greater use of bicycles as a means 

of transportation. Thus far, widespread 

support to purchase bicycles for rent and 

create naturalistic routes suitable for cycling 

has been well embraced.
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Latvia’s Mystical 
 Tervete Nature Park

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Young people leaving goodies 

for their favorite fairy tale characters 

•   Summer: Swans Lake filled with 

many avid boaters 

•   Fall: Birds migrating to a 

warmer climate 

•   Winter: Cross-country skiers 

cruising along trails 

HIGHLIGHTS OF 
THE TERVETE NATURE PARK:
•   Drift off into fantasy land for 

an afternoon

•   Breathe the fresh air in the pine forests

•   Search for constellations on

a dark night

•   Take a relaxing swim in Swans Lake

Why should you visit?

With a history that dates back to the first 

millennium BC, Latvia’s Tervete Nature Park 

is a mystical region filled with a heroic past. 

Tervete ideally rests about 75 kilometers to 

the south of the capital city Riga. Chroni-

cled stories of ancient Zemgalians battling 

German, Polish and Russian crusaders in the 

region represents a humble fighting past 

amongst the local people. 

A visit to the three castle mounds (Klos-

termound, Holymound and Castlemound) 

offers a distinct glimpse into the area’s 

proud past.

What can you do here?

When it comes to things to do in Tervete, 

visiting the beautiful Swans Lake is a must. 

At the lake, boats are available for hire and 

are an ideal means to enjoy the water. The 

Lake is known for its plentiful fishing and it 

is also a great place for bird watching. 

Other recreational activities that are popular 

in the park are swimming, cycling, camping 

and winter sports.

For a glimpse into Tervete’s past, a visit to 

the Tervete History Museum is strongly re-

commended. There revelers can see weap-

ons, ornaments and household objects 

from centuries ago. Another plus (if you 

happen to be at the museum on the second 

Saturday in August each year) is the majestic 

Zemgalians Festival and Craftsmen Fair that 

takes place there.

What makes the Tervete 
Nature Park Special?

When it comes to nature, Tervete is famous 

for its old and especially tall pine trees. The 

trees for years have been used to make 

ornate wooden sculptures, some of which 

have been placed in the park to reflect the 

fairytale characters of the famous Latvian 

writer Anna Brigadere’s work. The charac-

ters in the park, which consist of the King 

of the Forest, a witch, dwarfs and others,

are popular attractions to visit amongst 

younger people. 

Even today, you can visit Brigadere’s actual 

house “Spridisi”, which contains many origi-

nal furniture pieces and her literary works.

For nature lovers, Tervete is home to 72 en-

dangered plants that grow wildly through-

out the park. The region is also a haven for 

many other forms of wildlife such as birds, 

reptiles and amphibious creatures.

What makes the Tervete 
Nature Park Special?

Tervete Nature Park is a distinctive place 

and the methods enacted to keep the park 

as clean as possible are of the highest stand-

ard. There are designated nature protected 

zones that keep the park’s rare species free 

from intrusion.

Recently, investments in infrastructure and 

other park attractions have made the park’s 

experience even more enjoyable for visitors 

and more foreign tourists are coming to 

Tervete each year.
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Lithuania’s 
 Nemunas River Delta Regional Park

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Flooding wetlands from 

melting snow 

•   Summer: Canoes cutting through 

blue waters 

•   Fall: Visitors flocking to see the 

Bird Watching Rally 

•   Winter: The Curonian Lagoon filled 

with fortuitous ice-fishers 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEMUNAS 
RIVER DELTA REGIONAL PARK:
•   Sip wine made from organic berries

•   Breath the fresh, lakeside air

•   Have a family picnic beside a river

 

Why should you visit?

Lithuania’s natural wonder known as the 

Nemunas River Delta Regional Park was 

established in 1992. The region was formed 

when massive glaciers melted to conclude 

the Ice Age. What the glaciers carved out 

and left behind were a series of flooded 

meadows, rivers, lakes, bogs and the 

Curonian Lagoon.

This pristine region has seen its share of 

recent controversy. After World War I, the 

northern part of the Nemunas River Delta 

became part of Lithuania, but in 1939 the 

Nazis annexed the area and included it in 

their empire. After World War II, the region 

was divided under Soviet rule before finally 

settling in the hands of the current owner, 

the Republic of Lithuania.

What can you do here?

In this vast region, covering nearly 2,000-

square kilometers, water activities reign 

supreme. Guided canoe tours through 

the Curonian Lagoon are very popular 

amongst visitors. For anglers, the lagoon is 

the ultimate paradise. Many gather in the 

area in the summer seasons, but also in the 

winter, when the lagoon freezes over and 

ice-fishing takes precedent.

For history explorers, Rusne is the place to 

see. It is one of the oldest settlements in the 

delta and is marked by a church tower from 

1419. Outside the delta in the surrounding 

towns, there are many old-fashioned home-

steads that offer places to stay. There, 

tourists can visit many crafts shops and get 

a tasting of the fine local cuisine.

The Route of Lighthouses is another choice 

tourist destination. The 14-kilometer tour 

through the Atmata River and Curonian 

Lagoon is a great way to see the many old 

lighthouses known to the region.

What makes the 
Nemunas River Delta 
Regional Park Special?

The park’s history and unaltered land -

scapes really make the region standout. 

Many civilizations have battled for 

control over the Nemunas and there is 

an assortment of museums to visit that 

document these efforts.

The Nemunas is also home to 55 rare 

species of birds that use the wetlands for 

their breeding grounds. Over 40 types 

of mammals also live in the park, making 

it one of the few thriving ecosystems 

unharmed by man. With such unmatched 

beauty and plentiful wildlife, the rationale 

as to why countries have battled over the 

Nemunas is obvious.

What makes it sustainable?

Environmental conservation is a major 

foresight amongst the local municipalities. 

In 2004, the entire territory in the regional 

park was included in the “Natura 2000” 

network of the European Union. 

The wetland complex is shared by Lithuania 

and the Kaliningrad Region of the Russian 

Federation. As of now, only the Lithuanian 

part of the delta is protected nationally. 

Efforts are under way to include the entire 

region. Recently, an establishment of 

cross-border cooperation to protect the 

region’s rare species was a step in the right 

direction.
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Luxembourg’s 
 Commune of Schengen

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: The “Wine Road” filled 

with wine devotees 

•   Summer: Lakeside beach 

volleyball games 

•   Fall: Fishermen testing their 

luck in lake waters 

•   Winter: Eager foodies enjoying 

the local cuisine 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE COMMUNE 
OF SCHENGEN:
•   Visit three countries in one day

•   Spend a quiet afternoon on 

the Half Reimech trail

•   Catch some rays at the beach

•   Enjoy a lively wine festival

Why should you visit?

The peaceful Commune of Schengen is 

comprised of three villages, Remerschen, 

Schengen and Wintrage. Its name will 

forever be linked to the Schengen Treaty 

signed in 1995 to allow the free circulation 

of goods, services and people among 

signing countries. 

While the area is known for its forward-

thinking, it is also a region of tremendous 

wineries. Situated on the southeastern-

most tip of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 

the commune rises up to 302 meters above 

sea level and covers nearly 11-square 

kilometers. The region’s rich soils and lush 

and story-book landscapes attract visitors 

from all over the world. 

What can you do here?

A major attraction is the 42-kilometer long 

“Wine Road” that starts on the Luxembourg 

Moselle river. The route winds its way 

through gorgeous lands dotted by many 

exquisite wineries. Stopping to taste some 

of the wines is a must.

Nature walks through the commune’s green 

forests are highly appreciated by tourists. 

The Half Reimech trail takes visitors through 

many of the zone’s exclusive lands and 

scenic observation points. One of the stops 

on the Half Reimech is dedicated solely to 

bird-watching and has an observation post 

that allows enthusiasts to view birds in their 

natural habitat.

Bathing lakes and water sports are also 

enjoyed by visitors. There’s an artificial 

beach that allows swimming and canoeing, 

as well as beach volleyball. 

What makes the Commune 
of Schengen Special?

The “Three Border Region” comprised of 

the Commune of Schengen, French towns 

Sierck les Bains and Apach, along with 

German neighbor Perl (Saarland) is a district 

rich in cultural tradition. Cultural diversity is 

strongly promoted and is aimed at raising 

awareness in respecting each country’s 

traditions.

The immense respect the region has 

for nature and wildlife is truly amazing. 

The Three Borders Nature Park plans to 

build a crossing that runs through the 

“Pferdemosel”, which is the area between 

the Saarland villages of Besch and Nennig 

(Perl). It will run adjacent to the man-made 

lakes, which are an important habitat for 

the park’s birds. This crossing will allow 

visitors to cross the Moselle river without 

using cars.

What makes it sustainable?

The Commune of Schengen continues to 

explore ideas and make improvements in 

the region. A private investor recently stated 

his intention to redevelop the 18th century 

Schengen Castle (Chateau de Schengen) 

into a hotel.

The park has already announced plans 

to build a water-ski track in the more 

remote part of the bathing lake area. Such 

initiatives are prime examples of Schengen’s 

commitment to sustainability.

The expansion of the region’s facilities has 

not been detrimental to the environment. 

Much of the area lies in a “protected” zone 

and procedures have been taken to ensure 

eco-friendly development.
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Malta’s 
 Locality of Mellieħa

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Trails filled with 

adventurous walkers 

•   Summer: Sun-drenched 

beaches with sparkling sand 

•   Fall: Fantastic dinners with 

seasonal vegetables 

•   Winter: Breath-taking sunsets from 

beachside villas 

HIGHLIGHTS OF MELLIEĦA:
•   Spend a week celebrating at the 

Our Ladies of Victories feast

•   Have fresh strawberries for breakfast

•   Wake up at a countryside B&B

Why should you visit?

Mellieħa is a rural village ideally situated in 

the north western part of the island of Malta. 

Known for its wonderful sandy beaches, 

world-class hotels and restaurants, Mellieħa 

is one of Malta’s most pristine regions.

Together with the Hamlet of Manikata, 

the region makes up one of the country’s 

most important historical areas. Ruins 

and tombs show Mellieħa to have been 

inhabited as far back as Neolithic times 

to the Byzantine era. The region was 

deserted after the Arab conquest in 870 

AD and remained that way for centuries, 

before the entire island was handed over 

to the Knights of Malta in 1530.

What can you do here?

With its marvellous Mediterranean weather, 

Mellieħa is a dream-destination for those in 

search of sun. The beaches that line the coast 

of Mellieħa are some of the world’s finest. 

All the “fun under the sun” activities are 

available, along with top-notch restaurants, 

nightlife and accommodations.

For visitors looking for non-beach culture, 

Mellieħa is rich in archaeological sites. The 

magnificent church, Our Lady Mellieħa, 

is one of Malta’s most-prized pieces. It 

was built shortly after the Knights re-

established the island in the 1500s. Every 

year on August 30th, the feast of Our Ladies 

of Victories commemorates the repelling 

of the Ottoman Great Siege in 1565. The 

celebration lasts until September 8th 

and it is said that this victory helped save 

Europe’s Christianity.

What makes the Locality of 
Mellieħa special?

The charm and mystique in the region are 

alluring. With a combined population of 

8,200 residents, Mellieħa and Manikata offer 

visitors a relaxed “rural-island” experience. 

The picturesque landscapes on the coastal 

region are second to none, with many trails 

leading to spectacular vista points. 

Inland, vast and fertile farmlands provide 

fresh produce to the region’s many 

restaurants. Local farmers, through pro-

grams like the Rural Heritage Trail, have 

recently banded together to preserve their 

authentic farming practices and the results 

are impressive.

Mellieħa is also home to many rare and 

protected species of wildlife. Its close 

proximity to the seashores attracts a great 

number of colourful birds.

What makes it sustainable?

The people of Mellieħa are constantly 

looking at ways to improve their land. Major 

projects to cleanup abandoned countryside 

farms and other places of neglect are top 

priorities on the agenda. One such area, Il-

Bajjad, once was a deteriorating scrapyard. 

After incalculable hours of work, the 

terraced fields re-opened in 2008 with a 

vineyard, garden and fruit trees.

Countless other projects have also suc-

ceeded in refurbishing old farmhouses 

and turning them into modern bed and 

breakfasts. These unique practices are what 

make this locality a leader in today’s world 

of redeveloped landscapes.
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The Netherland’s 
 Park Gravenrode

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Blooming flowers blanketing 

the hillsides 

•   Summer: Skiers racing down slopes 

in the indoor village 

•   Fall: Colourful leaves falling quietly 

to the ground 

•   Winter: Guests sipping hot coffee 

at the Erenstein Castle 

HIGHLIGHTS OF PARK GRAVENRODE
•   Waking up in what was an 

ancient farmhouse 

•   Having a snowball fight in the indoor 

ski village

•   Watching blissful animals for hours 

at the zoo

•   Beginning a long bike ride at sunrise

Why should you visit?

Nestled in the southern part of the Nether-

lands adjacent to the German border in the 

province of Limburg is the fully transformed 

Park Gravenrode. What was once a dilapi-

dated mining region for 60 years with little or 

no nature is now a bustling area of wonder. 

The park was empty for nearly 25 years after 

miners vacated the area, until 11 years ago 

when the diligence and vision of local Dutch 

municipalities took control and began the 

transformation.

With rolling hills and rising landscapes, 

the region is quite a contrast to the rest of 

Holland and its beauty is just beginning to 

be untapped.

What can you do here?

Whenever a park includes the largest 

indoor ski village in the world, it is bound 

to attract curious visitors. The skiing 

conditions at Snowworld rival those of 

pistes throughout Europe, but without all 

the fuss. The ski village includes state-of-

the-art accommodation and activities for 

the entire family.

For nature lovers, there are the ultra-modern 

and astounding Mondo Verde Gardens. The 

gardens rest on the Limburg region’s hillsides, 

providing unmatched majestic views. Not far 

from the gardens is the Gaiapark Kerkrade 

Zoo, one of the most forward-thinking zoos 

in Holland. Two beautifully restored natural 

settings include the Stijthagerbeekdal and 

the Anstellerbeekdal. These now-thriving 

landscapes were once two of the most-

polluted leftovers from the mining industry.

What makes Park 
Gravenrode special?

When local Dutch authorities came together 

with a plan to revive the region, they knew 

it was going to be a lot of work. Years of 

neglect and pollution left the area in ruins, 

but their perseverance has made this park 

truly extraordinary.

In the mid-eighties, the deteriorated 

Erenstein Castle was completely renovated 

into a magnificent restaurant. A farmhouse 

nearby was turned into a classic hotel. 

Then the Dutch addressed the park’s 

environment. After tireless efforts on their 

part, the park now is as lush, colourful and 

vibrant as ever.

Park Gravenode is a model example on 

how man has the ability to turn back the 

hands of time for a region to when it was 

splendid and pure.

What makes it sustainable?

Returning to the dark period before when 

the region was a mining area is something 

the locals never want to see. Historical 

farmhouses, castles and building were left 

to crumble before efforts were made to 

restore the park.

The Dutch are well aware of their past as 

well-thought out measures have been 

instilled to keep Park Gravenrode moving 

in the right direction. State of the art 

entertainment like Snowworld pushes 

the boundaries of what’s modern, while 

refurbished local buildings ties the region 

together with its once positive past.
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Poland’s 
 Bird Republic 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Birds showing their colourful 

plumage while mating 

•   Summer: Fantastic flora filling 

the grass fields 

•   Fall: European Bird Days excursions 

•   Winter: Migrating and wintering birds 

taking shelter

HIGHLIGHTS OF 
POLAND’S BIRD REPUBLIC 
•   Vote in the “Miss Cow” and 

“Bird of the Year” elections 

•   Celebrate King Frederic the Great

•   Relax to the gentle flow of 

running river water

Why should you visit?

Nestled away in the Warta Mouth National 

Park lies in Poland’s Bird Republic. This 

special bird sanctuary draws visitors 

throughout the year due to the great 

number of birds that make the park home 

at various times of the year.

The park itself is vast, with rolling meadows, 

grasslands and the Warta River carving its 

way through the nearly 8,100-ha area. The 

fundamental reason why the Warta Mouth 

National Park was created was to protect 

the unique wetland habitats crucial for 

water and wading birds. Over 270 bird 

species have been observed in the region 

to date.

For avid birdwatchers, a trip to the Bird 

Republic is a must.

What can you do here?

Bird-watching is the main attraction in the 

park. Each year, the park designates its bird 

of the year, which is chosen from among 

the many rare and endangered species of 

birds living in the protected zone. Birds 

chosen in the last few years include the 

Barn Owl (2008) and the Lapwing (2009). 

For tourists, there is a designated “Bird 

Route” trail (Betonka) that leads through 

some of the most interesting breeding and 

resting zones of waterfowl and wading 

birds in the park. 

Besides being a refuge for birds, the park 

also draws visitors looking for adventure. 

There are a number of biking walking 

and canoeing trails. One of such trails in 

the northern part of the park is a 32-km 

bike route that meanders through some 

of the park’s most lush and spectacular 

landscaped areas.

What makes the 
Bird Republic special?

While the region is best known for bird-

watching, the park is also a dedicated 

member of the Nature 2000 Network. The 

Landscape Park is a significant protected 

area that lies on the lower section of the 

Warta River Valley and the middle section of 

the Oder River. Vast amounts of flora grow 

near the wetlands, making it a worthwhile 

site to visit in the spring and summer. 

The Warta River Mouth area is also a 

region of great cultural and historical 

significance. Many kingdoms once battled 

over these lands including, the Knights of 

Saint John and King Frederic the Great of 

Prussia. Ultimately, Frederic the Great was 

imprisoned in the Kostrzyn Fortress in the 

18th century.

What makes it sustainable?

The park has undergone a facelift in the past 

years making it more tourist-friendly. Large, 

eco-friendly viewing towers and observation 

areas were constructed to allow visitors to 

get “up close” to the action. Planners and 

builders took proper precautions to not 

disrupt wildlife, while making the entire 

experience more enjoyable for everyone.

Since the park is easily accessible by 

train and only 70 kilometres from Berlin, 

measures have been taken to maintain its 

popularity, while  keeping it a place to relax 

in peace and tranquillity.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Water rushing down 

melting mountain tops 

•   Summer: Trekkers winding their way 

down deep caverns 

•   Fall: Leaves changing colors as 

the days grow shorter 

•   Winter: Extreme skiers in search of 

untouched powder 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE APUSENI 
NATURAL PARK:
•   Take a canoe trip through breath-

taking canyons

•   Spend a summer afternoon at

a mountain festival 

•   Go rock climbing up limestone walls

Romania’s 
 Apuseni Natural Park

Why you should visit?

Tucked away in western Romania, in the 

Apuseni Mountains, lies the amazing 

Apuseni Natural Park. The region 

combines a magnitude of unmatched 

natural landscapes with well-diversified 

ecosystems.

Going back to Roman Times, the Apuseni 

Mountains’ aura of gold drew people from 

far off lands. Today, this aura has been 

replaced by green forests, blue waters and 

white limestone. 

The remarkable sunsets that this region is 

named after, along with timeless local charm, 

make Apuseni a mystical place to visit.

What can you do here?

With over 1500 caves located in the 

park, Apuseni is an explorer’s paradise. 

Hodobana, a massive underground 

labyrinth that meanders more than 21 

kilometers, is a “must-see” attraction, 

as is the Zgurasti Cave, which shelters 

a spectacular underground lake. There 

is also the Valea Rea, which is one of the 

world’s most significant caves, containing 

over 35 different types of minerals.

Another unique phenomenon in the park’s 

landscape is the Groapa Ruginoasa. This 

colossal ravine has a diameter of about 450 

meters and is over 100 meters deep. It was 

formed by water erosion that cut through 

the layers of sandstone and red-violet clays.

Apuseni is also home to a variety of alpine 

sports. Hiking, snowshoeing, and skiing 

are just a few of the many sports that draw 

visitors to the area.

What makes the Apuseni 
Natural Park special?

Due to the ever-changing mountain 

climates, the Apuseni Natural Park never 

sits still. The region is constantly evolving, 

with peat bogs emerging in the higher 

altitudes. The park is also home to over 

1,550 different plant species. Spruce forests 

fill the mountain sides, while wild cherries 

and black walnuts grow in the meadows. 

One of the most extraordinary places in 

the park is the Padis-Cetatile Ponorului 

Karst visitor area. It’s an area comprised of 

steep rock walls, wild running water and 

deep caves. Recently, carnivorous wildlife, 

which was previously unknown to science, 

was discovered in some of the mountain’s 

caves. These discoveries, combined with 

the already vast numbers of bears, lynx and 

wolves, make the region a truly remarkable 

habitat for wildlife.

What makes it sustainable?

Tourism continues to steadily grow in 

the region and the Apuseni Natural Park 

has been able to meet this challenge. 

Developing tourist areas like Vladeasa and 

Albac offer top-notch accommodations and 

easy access to the park’s attractions.

Having four distinct seasons is also a plus 

to the region. Tourism is spread out evenly 

through the year, allowing programs to be 

implemented to ensure the rehabilitation of 

the park’s hiking and skiing trails. Romania 

has also reached out to other countries to 

discuss new and evolving environmental 

issues and measures. Apuseni Natural Park is 

a special place and the government plans on 

it remaining this way.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Larch turns green, wild flowers 

appear, beach leaves open

•   Summer: The valley floor blossoms 

with wild flowers

•   Autumn: The larches turn fiery 

yellow in this season

•   Winter: Sparkling snowy fields, 

great for cross-country skiing

HIGHLIGHTS OF SOLČAVSKO:
•   A night at a local, family-run 

rustic hotel

•   Waking up at a mountain lodge 

looking out over the Savinja Alps 

•   Hearty and delicious Slovene food 

•   Exploring the area with a local forester

•   A ride on a hay wagon or 

traditional carriage

Slovenia, Solčavsko
 Mountain, Man and Valley

Why you should visit?

The Solčava district lies at the upper end of 

the Savinja River and has some of the most 

beautiful sceneries in the whole of Slovenia. 

The Alpine scenery is peppered with sites of 

breathtaking natural beauty, and the three 

mighty glacial valleys here are the highlight 

of any stay. 

The U-shaped valleys are filled with soft, 

languid meadows and snaking rivers that 

rise up through green-cloaked slopes to 

white-toothed, jagged peaks. 

What can you do here?

With many of the peaks more than 2,000 

metres in height, you can hike high or low 

at any time of the year either in Alpine 

meadows, misty beech forests or banks 

of wild strawberries. There are hundreds 

of walking trails here and apart from a 

scattering of farmhouses it is easy to find 

solitude. 

In Logarska dolina, visitors can see more 

than forty natural attractions, which include 

waterfalls, springs, rock pillars, glacial 

boulders and ancient trees. In fact, all of the 

valleys offer adventure sports in summer 

and winter. For instance you are in striking 

distance of the ski slopes at Krajiska Plenina, 

while the high mountains are geared for 

snowshoeing, ski touring and ice climbing, 

biking and hiking are also popular.

What makes 
Solčavsko special?

It is a region of waterfalls – there are over 20, 

of which Rinka, is the most spectacular. The 

80-meter arch of water drops in a sinuous, 

willowy curve, like a sleek pony tail. It is one 

of the highest free-falling waterfalls in Slo-

venia and is a protected natural monument.

The great thing is that at Logarska dolina, 

you cannot drive further than half a mile 

into the valley – nor cycle – you have to 

walk. Seven kilometers in you find the 

beautiful Rinka waterfall, surrounded by 

wide meadows with trees climbing up the 

mountain slopes. 

For an authentic Slovene experience, you 

can stay with a family and get your breakfast 

and dinner home-made every day. It is a 

great place for delicious mountain fare. For 

instance at the Tourist Farm GovcVrsnik – 

the locals flock here for lunch and the views 

are stunning.

What makes 
the region sustainable?

This is a pristine Alpine environment, the 

local government and tourist authorities 

are keen on keeping it that way. But it is not 

just about the environment, the Slovene 

culture here is just as important – it is one 

of foresters, charcoal burners and farmers. 

All of them have coexisted with nature over 

the centuries.

The farms here have traditions that go 

back through the ages and that are still 

being preserved. Local guides double up 

as lumberjacks and people can trace their 

history in the region back 1,000 years. 

And in Logarska dolina there is a nature-

ethnographic trail that takes you through 

the beautiful spots of the park. The trail was 

designed to bring people closer to nature.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Flooded rice paddies turn 

the delta into a dream world

•   Summer: Rice grains take on warm, 

golden hues as they await the harvest

•   Fall: Flocks of migratory, aquatic birds 

descend on the delta 

•   Winter: Undulating sand dunes are the 

perfect backdrop for stunning sunsets

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE EBRO 
DELTA NATURE PARK:
•   Listening to the wind whistle through 

the rice paddies

•   Tasting freshly caught bass and carp

•   Sightings of rare and unusual birds 

depending on the season 

•   Sinking your feet in the warm, 

fine sand of La Punta del Fangar

Spain’s enchanted 
 Ebro Delta Nature Park

Why you should visit?

In the Southern Districts of Cataluña lies 

Spain’s Ebro Delta Nature Park.

Tucked away in the hinterland of three ma-

jor cities (Barcelona, Valencia and Zaragoza), 

this region served as a major trading post 

for centuries. It boasts the splendid Terres 

de L’Ebre, a magnificent area of stunning 

scenery and ecosystems.

The Ebro River and Delta are “Mother Na-

ture’s” two key ingredients in making this 

area a prize gem in fishing and agriculture. 

Tourism has recently surfaced in the region, 

but the local people have made it a priority 

to keep the natural and traditional values 

alive forever.

What can you do here?

The breathtaking landscapes and calm-

ness of the Park make it an ideal destina-

tion where one can step out of the hustle 

and bustle of city life into the tranquility 

of nature.

If you are into bird-watching or wildlife, the 

region boasts a number of lagoons with 

majestic viewpoints and walking trails. The 

Punta de la Banya (The Gem of the Park) is 

the Delta’s largest natural area and one of 

the Mediterranean’s most important water-

fowl breeding areas. 

And that’s not all, the Park boasts a number 

of bike trails leading to some of the most 

amazing lookout points that the Ebro offers. 

What makes the
Ebro Delta special?

The natural diversity in the area is unparal-

leled. Surrounded by the park’s lagoons is 

La Punta del Fangar, a desert-like area with 

vast sand landscapes and dune forma-

tions. It is one of the most exotic places in 

all of Spain. Vantage points in this natural 

oddity give way to sweeping views of the 

Bay of Fangar, where one can sometimes 

see mirages.

An unmatched experience when visiting 

the Ebro Delta is the feeling that you are 

one of the few lucky outsiders to actually 

take in this spectacular experience. Only 

the local residents from Cataluña have fully 

discovered the hidden pleasures in the Ebro 

Delta. 

What makes it sustainable?

The Ebro Delta houses some of Spain’s most 

time-honoured human use of land, includ-

ing fishery, livestock farming and rice grow-

ing. For centuries man has worked the land 

while also caring for the region. 

As in the case of most places of splendour, 

beauty draws crowds. In 2006, the Ebro 

Delta adopted the European Charter for 

Sustainable Tourism, thus protecting the 

park’s natural heritage. Public and private 

investments are made to ensure that the 

area monitors the adverse impact of tour-

ism on the landscapes. A commitment has 

also been made to protect the park from 

excessive tourism development. The main 

objective is to keep the Ebro Delta as pure 

as possible.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN:
•   Spring: Locals picking delicious 

mushrooms

•   Summer: Cattle grazing in meadows 

next to Lake Kuyucuk 

•   Fall: Hikers making their way to 

the top of Seytan Kale 

•   Winter: Ice skaters gliding on 

frozen Cildir Lake 

HIGHLIGHTS OF KARS
•   Enjoy a picnic in total solitude

•   Eat roasted goose at a local restaurant

•   Go stargazing along Lake Kuyucuk

Kars, Turkey 
 Where History and Nature Meet

Why you should visit?

In the northeastern corner of Turkey, resting 

at an altitude of 1,750 meters lies the region 

of Kars. This historical area, which dates 

back to the Lithic Ages (13,000–10,000 BC), 

sits below the Castle of Kars, a magnificent 

fortress built in the 12th century.

Various civilizations such as Sasanis, 

Byzantines and Ottomans have battled 

throughout time to gain control of this 

prized area. More recently, the province 

is famous in Turkish history for being the 

center of many Turkish-Russian Wars. 

Even today, the Russian influence can be 

seen in the area, especially in the town’s 

architecture. 

What can you do here?

One of the true wonders in Kars is Lake 

Kuyucuk. The lake is ideally located about 

38 kilometers from Kars City and was 

designated as a wildlife reserve in 2005. The 

Lake is known for its amazing bird-watching 

and is a prime place for sightseeing and 

trekking.

For a look back in history, Kars is filled with 

many archeological sites. Ani, a medieval 

city located close to Lake Kuyucuk and the 

spectacular Arpacay Canyon, was once the 

capital of the ancient Urartian civilization. 

This abandoned city is definitely worth 

seeing as many churches, palaces, bridges 

and baths still stand today.

Another main attraction in Kars is Seytan 

Kale (Satan’s Castle). This mysterious castle 

dates back to around 880 BC, but its exact 

time of construction is unknown. The castle 

rests on the highest hill in Karacay Valley 

and offers incredible panoramic views of 

the region. To reach this formidable castle, 

there is a rugged 3.5-kilometer trail that 

winds its way to the top. 

What makes Kars special?

The feeling one gets when visiting the Kars 

region is truly everlasting. For stargazers, 

Lake Kuyucuk is said to be one of the best 

spots in all of Turkey due to there being 

minimal light pollution. In the warmer 

months, butterflies fly freely through lake-

lined flower meadows as visitors relax 

lakeside.

Another beautiful lake in the region, Cildir 

Lake, is a lovely place to relax and have 

a picnic. In the winter, Cildir Lake freezes 

over and attracts many ice skaters. 

Kars is also a food-lovers paradise. The 

locals are known for their rich dairy 

products, including world-class cheeses, 

and their roasted domestic goose, which 

can only be found in this part of Turkey. 

What makes it sustainable?

Kars is an area that has a high regard for 

the environment. Ongoing studies that 

monitor the ecological impacts on the lakes 

and other shoreline vegetation are taken 

seriously. Designated parking, picnicking 

and walking trails have also been introduced 

to help preserve the lands.

There has also been a focus on improving 

the quality of tourism in the area. Visitor 

and information centres have been built, 

while new accommodations have been 

going up to handle the greater number of 

visitors exploring the region.
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Intangible heritage: 
European traditions awarded in 2008

Steirisches Vulkanland 
(Austria)
People are in close communion with nature 

at Styrian volcano land which is character ised

by stunning volcanic formations, thermal 

water resources, architectural monuments, 

folk art and publicly accessible glass 

factories. www.vulkanland.at

Ath (Belgium) 
The Belgian destination has an irresistibly 

beautiful old city centre which plays host 

to the medieval festival with a masquerade 

procession of giants and is surrounded by 

two attractive nature reserves, the “Hills” and 

the “Slopes” of the Escaut. www.ath.be

Belogradchik (Bulgaria)
Myth and tradition surround Belogradchik, 

situated in the Balkan mountains, which 

invites its visitors to an ancient Thracian 

fortress, wine tastings, a summer folklore 

festival and lectures at an astronomical 

observatory, to mention just a few of the 

attractions. 

www.belogradchik-bg.com

Đurđevac (Croatia) 
Famous within the region for its linen 

production, traditional weaving workshops 

are just as popular with visitors as trips to 

the area’s sand vegetation which resemble 

sand dunes, its picturesque vineyards and 

its local specialties consisting of numerous 

types of cakes. www.tz-djurdjevac.hr

Agros (Cyprus) 
Local cultural heritage revolves around the 

rosewater industry and the rose festival in 

May, but there is much more discover in 

Agros. For example, there are extensive 

hiking paths through an outstanding 

landscape, diverse historical and cultural 

sites, and mouth-watering traditional 

Cypriot cuisine. www.agros.org.cy

Viljandi (Estonia) 
There is always a song to be sung in Viljandi. 

Music is a character shaping element 

of this Estonian Hanseatic town and its 

local habitants, which is the stimulus for 

recurring events, such as a unique puppet 

festival and several other authentic music 

and dance fiestas. www.viljandi.ee

Wild Taiga (Finland)
Wildlife watching is a must in Finland’s Wild 

Tiga. At night, alongside guided nature 

treks and boat trips, visitors can attend one 

of the country’s biggest music festivals and 

the World Championship of Berry Picking, 

hosted by this culturally diverse region. 

www.wildtaiga.fi

The Tourist Wine Route of 
the Jura (France)
On the Tourist Wine Route of the Jura 

in Eastern France, visitors are invited to 

experience an 80km-long Jura wine route 

from Salinsles- Bains to Saint-Amour to 

best explore the region’s rich natural 

habitat, traditions as well as its gastronomy.

www.laroutedesvinsdujura.com

Grevena (Greece)
The south-west region of Western Macedonia 

Stone will get you active by offering geo-

touristic adventure experiences, such as 

mountain climbing, trekking, hiking or 

skiing, whilst its cultural and historical 

heritage can be experienced first hand.

www.grevena.gr

Hortobágy (Hungary)
Hortobágy is home to the largest uninter-

rupted natural grassland in Europe with its 

national park encircling 80 000 hectares and 

inhabited by locals who live the traditional 

way of life of herdsmen. The Hortobágy 

international equestrian days are also a 

notable attraction.

www.hortobagyikht.hu

Carlingford and the 
Cooley Peninsula (Ireland)
Carlingford is packed with ancient buildings 

and quaint streets documenting the dif-

ferent settlements and far-reaching history 

of the area. The surroundings attract with 

a lush forest park and an equestrian and 

trekking centre. www.carlingford.ie

Corinaldo (Italy)
Historic theatres, rich collections of art works, 

religious monuments, spectacular garden 

scenery, artistic local handcraft and its 

historical centre surrounded by mountains, 

make a visit to the city with a medieval 

and renaissance origin an unforgettable 

experience. www.corinaldo.it

Rēzekne (Latvia)
The ruins of Rēzekne Castle on the banks 

of the river date back to the 13th century 

and provide the perfect setting to discover 

traditional Latvian pottery. The Latvian 

city lies amidst an impressive scenery of 

beautiful meadows, picturesque lakes and 

hidden paths through idyllic woods. 

www.rezekne.lv
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Plateliai (Lithuania)
The borough of Plateliai is valued not only 

for the richness of its natural park, but also 

for its ancient farmsteads and Samogitian 

folk architecture. In February and March, 

the colourful Shrove Tuesday Carnival is 

the annual highlight with its rich traditional 

customs, handicrafts and culinary treats. 

www.zemaitijosnp.lt

Echternach (Luxembourg)
Echternach’s vivid dancing procession, 

which has been held for the last 500 years, 

is just one convincing reason for paying the 

Luxembourgish city a visit. Echternach puts 

itself forward for its themed walks through 

a scenic mountainous landscape and for 

highlighting the area’s cultural heritage. 

www.echternach-tourist.lu

Kercem (Malta)
Gozo’s small village of Santa Lucija in Kercem, 

surrounded by rich hill scenery, cultural 

and historical monuments and natural 

water springs, is truly a sight to behold. The 

“seven-course meal”, Ikla tan-Nanna servinc, 

a traditional form of dining, and the spiritual 

“Santa Lucija by Night” light festival are 

unique to this part of the Mediterranean.

www.santalucija.com

Horezu Depression 
(Romania)
At the bottom of the Capatânii Mountains, 

a group of five destinations presents its 

ethno-cultural, linguistic and environmental 

diversity: awe-inspiring gorges within 

picturesque forested areas, orchards, bat 

caves, the Horezu enamelled pottery, 

as well as traditional cuisine and souvenirs 

influenced by local shepherd culture.

www.horezuonline.ro

The Soča Valley (Slovenia)
Situated in the heart of the Julian Alps, 

the area prides itself in one of Europe’s 

oldest and Slovenia’s only, national parks. 

Slovenia’s first alpine botanical garden and 

snow-covered peaks with slopes provide 

the opportunity to enjoy a perfect view all 

the way down to the sea. 

www.dolina-soce.com

Sierra de las Nieves (Spain)
In the province of Malaga, nine towns 

and districts feature natural, cultural and 

architectural heritage of the rural region, 

offering pottery workshops and thematic 

tours to the table olive harvest. The area’s 

highlights consist of a natural reserve 

classified as a UNESCO biosphere reserve 

and the world’s biggest peridotite massif. 

www.sierranieves.com

Edirne (Turkey) 
The cultural heritage of Edirne has it all, 

from extraordinary mosques and other 

religious centres to ancient bridges, bazaars, 

caravanserais, magnificent palaces, pre-

historic monuments and old bridges that 

cross its three rivers; Meriç, Arda and Tunca. 

www.edirneint.bel.tr
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Best emerging rural destinations 
awarded in 2007

Pielachtal (Austria)
Lower Austria’s beautiful valley in the Most -

viertel region invites you to learn all about 

sustainable horticulture and the processing 

of fruits and herbs, with the most re-

nowned feature being the production of 

its “Dirndl”cherries. www.pielachtal.info

Durbuy (Belgium) 
Located in southern Belgium, at the foot 

of the Ardennes, Durbuy enjoys all the 

benefits of rural life and offers a widespread 

network of nature trails through unspoilt 

forests. www.durbuy.be

Sveti Martin na Muri 
(Croatia)
As the first local community in Croatia to 

adopt sustainable development practices 

in rural areas, Sveti Martin na Muri 

impresses with even more to offer than just 

its versatile sport and recreation facilities. 

www.svetimartin.hr

Troodos (Cyprus)
The Cyprian destination is steeped in 

tradition. Its wood-roofed churches are 

UNESCO World Heritage designated sites 

and its colourful village festivals allow 

visitors to indulge in local delicacies. 

www.visitcyprus.com

Florina (Greece)
Eight municipalities attract visitors with 

perfect mountainous landscapes ideal for 

skiing holidays alongside many further 

opportunities to enjoy an eco-friendly 

vacation and excellent traditional cuisine. 

www.florina.gr

Örség (Hungary)
Pure air and lush green meadows provide 

a relaxing environment for visitors and 

also offer exciting outdoor activities such as 

horseback riding, fishing, guided tours, and 

trips to one of the educational centres for 

protection of the environment.

www.onp.nemzetipark.gov.hu 

Clonakilty District (Ireland)
On the coast of south-west Ireland, visitors 

can expect to find farmers markets that 

offer local products and unique cultural

events, museums and trips to the local 

marshland which act as a wildlife refuge.

www.clonakilty.ie

Specchia (Italy) 
Specchia in southern Italy is an outstanding 

location with its local gastronomy, spoiling 

visitors with traditional Mediterranean 

recipes and original products and at the 

same time providing an insight into the 

production of their local delicacies. 

www.specchia.info

Kuldiga (Latvia)
“The Latvian Venice” has much to offer, 

including Europe’s longest brick bridge 

across the Venta River, the highest water-

fall in Latvia, visible ancient remnants and

rural-related activities, such as textile work-

shops. www.kuldiga.lv

Nadur (Malta)
Nadur, on the island of Gozo, has the perfect 

blend of culture, rural activities and natural 

heritage with an elaborate sustainable 

tourism approach that is reflected in the 

daily lives of locals. 

www.nadur.gov.mt

The EDEN Network
The EDEN network links all EDEN winners and holds out the prospect of membership to 

future European destinations of Excellence with the support of the European Commission. 

The project seeks to facilitate network building between the winners by providing an 

open platform open for discussions, presentation of good practices and knowledge 

exchange. Also, the EDEN network aims at promoting the benefits of sustainable tourism 

and at encouraging other European regions to affiliate with the responsible tourism 

development practices. 

In order to express their commitment to the EDEN network, the original 30 winners of 

the EDEN projects already signed a memorandum of understanding, the “Declaration 

on the European Network of Destinations of Excellence for Sustainable Tourism” on 

7 October 2008. Forthcoming winners will be invited to sign this commitment as well. 

The organisation of annual workshops and the implementation of concrete actions in 

close cooperation among all EDEN members are measures to contribute to the constant 

promotion of sustainable tourism all over Europe.
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Austria Biosphere Park Grosses Walsertal www.walsertal.at info@walsertal.at

Belgium Viroinval/Viroin-Hermeton Nature Park www.viroinval.be secretariat@pnvh.be

Bulgaria Belitsa, Blagoevgrad Region www.belitsa.com maiazvetan@abv.bg

Croatia The Northern Velebit National Park www.np-sjeverni-velebit.hr promidzba@np-sjeverni-velebit.hr

Cyprus Vouni Panagias www.panagiavillage.org iezekiel@cytanet.com.cy

Czech Republic Bohemian Switzerland www.ceskesvycarsko.cz david.pastva@ceskesvycarsko.cz 

Estonia Soomaa National Park www.soomaa.ee merle@joemaa.ee

France Northern Vosges Regional Natural Park www.parc-vosges-nord.fr m.schiler@parc-vosges-nord.fr

Greece Prefecture of Lesvos www.lesvos.gr nzour@aegean.gr 

Hungary Írottkő Nature Park www.naturpark.hu ine@t-online.hu 

Ireland Sheep’s Head peninsula www.thesheepsheadway.ie jamessheepshead@eircom.net

Italy
Marine Protected Area 

“Penisola del Sinis – Isola di Mal di Ventre”
www.areamarinasinis.it direzione@areamarinasinis.it

Latvia Tervete Nature park www.mammadaba.lv n.namnieks@lvm.lv

Lithuania
Nemunas Delta Regional Park – 

Unique Terrain of Harmony of Nature, 
Culture and Tourism

www.siluteinfo.lt info@siluteinfo.lt 

Luxembourg
Recreation Area and nature Reserve 

“Haff Réimech” (Commune of Schengen)
www.schengen-tourist.lu martina.kneip@schengenasbl.lu

Malta Mellieħa and the Hamlet of Manikata www.Mellieħa.gov.mt robert.cutajar@gov.mt

Netherlands Park Gravenrode www.vvvzuidlimburg.nl anya.niewierra@vvvzuidlimburg.nl

Poland The Bird Republic in the Warta Mouth www.hoopoe.com.pl hoopoe@hoopoe.com.pl

Romania Apuseni Nature Park www.parcapuseni.ro alinmos@parcapuseni.ro

Slovenia Solčavsko www.logarska-dolina.si  info@logarska.si 

Spain The Ebro Delta www.parcsdecatalunya.net ijuanf@gencat.cat 

Turkey Kars – Kuyucuk Lake Wild Life Reserve www.kuyucuk.org onder@kuzeydoga.org

Longing for an EDEN holiday?

Learn more about your favourite EDEN Protected Areas at the following contact points:
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